Abstract-We have recently seen many successful applications of recurrent neural networks (RNNs) on electronic medical records (EMRs), which contain histories of patients' diagnoses, medications, and other various events, in order to predict the current and future states of patients. Despite the strong performance of RNNs, it is often challenging for users to understand why the model makes a particular prediction. Such black-box nature of RNNs can impede its wide adoption in clinical practice. Furthermore, we have no established methods to interactively leverage users' domain expertise and prior knowledge as inputs for steering the model. Therefore, our design study aims to provide a visual analytics solution to increase interpretability and interactivity of RNNs via a joint effort of medical experts, artificial intelligence scientists, and visual analytics researchers. Following the iterative design process between the experts, we design, implement, and evaluate a visual analytics tool called RetainVis, which couples a newly improved, interpretable, and interactive RNN-based model called RetainEX and visualizations for users' exploration of EMR data in the context of prediction tasks. Our study shows the effective use of RetainVis for gaining insights into how individual medical codes contribute to making risk predictions, using EMRs of patients with heart failure and cataract symptoms. Our study also demonstrates how we made substantial changes to the state-of-the-art RNN model called RETAIN in order to make use of temporal information and increase interactivity. This study will provide a useful guideline for researchers that aim to design an interpretable and interactive visual analytics tool for RNNs.
INTRODUCTION
In the past decade, we have seen many successful applications of deep learning techniques such as recurrent neural networks (RNNs) on electronic medical records (EMRs), which contain histories of patients'
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diagnoses, medications, and other events, to predict the current and future states of patients. This recent movement is related to two key factors. First, artificial intelligence scientists have been continuously making great advancements in deep learning algorithms and techniques. Second, although some challenges and concerns (e.g., security and privacy issues) still remain, public and private sectors have started to recognize the needs to make EMRs more accessible to fully leverage the power of deep learning techniques in clinical practice. These two factors have created a surge of deep learning applications for EMRs, many of which are adopting RNN-based approaches.
Despite the popularity and the ever-increasing performance of RNNs, there exist many challenges to overcome before the full adoption by clinical practice. A key challenge is for domain experts to understand why the model makes a particular prediction. The experts also need to be involved in improving the performance of RNNs by providing relevant guidance in order to reduce the risk of costly Type II errors. Yet, we have no established method to interactively leverage users' domain expertise and prior knowledge as inputs for steering the model. Thus, our study aims to tackle the problem of intepretability and interactivity by designing a visual analytics solution with an RNNbased model for predictive analysis tasks on EMR data. Our task is to predict the risk of a patient's future diagnosis in heart failure and cataract, based on information from previous medical visits in our EMR dataset. Our design study involved iterative design, assessment, and discussion activities between medical experts, artificial intelligence scientists, and visual analytics researchers. After we characterized users' tasks, we designed, implemented, and evaluated a visual analytics tool called RetainVis with an interactive, interpretable RNN-based model that we name RetainEX in order to fulfill the users' needs.
Our study shows the effective use of RetainVis for gaining insights into how RNN models EMR data, using real medical records of patients with heart failure and cataract. Our study also demonstrates how we made substantial changes to the state-of-the-art RNN model called RETAIN, thereby inventing a new model called RetainEX, in order to make use of temporal information and simultaneously increase interactivity and interpretability. Various visualizations coupled with the new model allow users to observe the patterns, to test their hypotheses, and to learn interesting stories from patients' medical history. This study will provide a useful guideline for researchers who aim to design interpretable and interactive visual analytics tools with RNNs.
The following three items summarize our main contributions: 1. We introduce an interpretable, interactive deep learning model, called RetainEX, for prediction tasks using EMR data by improving the state-of-the-art model (RETAIN) with additional features for improved interactivity and temporal information. 2. We design and develop a visual analytics tool, called RetainVis, which tightly integrates the improved deep learning model with the design of visualizations and interactions. 3. We conduct both quantitative experiments and a case study with real medical records of patients and discuss the lessons we learned. Section 2 discusses related work from four different perspectives. Section 3 introduces our target user, data, a prediction variable, and user tasks. Section 4 reviews the backbone model (RETAIN) and our new model (RetainEX) with a number of new features for our predictive model. Section 5 introduces the novel features of our visual analytics system (RetainVis). Section 6 shows the quantitative and qualitative experiments we conducted using a real EMR dataset on RetainEX and other RNN-based models. Section 7 shows a case study and Section 8 provides lessons, limitations, and implications learned from our study. Lastly, we conclude this study with future work in Section 9.
RELATED WORK
This section reviews previous studies using four axes on which our work rests: deep learning applications for EMR data, visualization techniques of black-box models, machine learning platforms that allow user interactivity, and the interpretability of machine learning models.
Deep learning for electronic medical records. Though the most prevalent use of deep learning techniques in medical domains is to predict diagnosis of a disease, such as breast cancer [1, 28] and brain tumor [29, 37] by training models on medical images, there has also been an increase in deep learning applications for longitudinal EMR data. RNN-based models have been extensively used for tasks such as patient diagnosis [65, 76] , risk prediction [12, 16, 34] , representation learning [13, 14] and patient phenotyping [9, 36, 56] , outperforming rule-based and conventional machine learning baselines.
An important issue to consider when designing prediction models using medical data is the interpretability of the model. Medical tasks such as patient diagnosis are performed by clinicians who have sufficient domain knowledge and can explain the reasons of their diagnoses by relating it to past visits of the patient. It is important for machine learning models to incorporate a similar level of interpretability, but many deep learning-based studies in this field fail to address this aspect.
To the best of our knowledge, RETAIN [15] is one of the few deep learning models applied to medical data that both harnesses the performance of RNNs and preserves interpretability as to how each data point is related to the output. In RETAIN, it is possible to decompose the output score to the level of individual medical codes that occurred in a patient's previous visits. While there exist other models for EMR data that suggest interpretability such as Dipole [59] , the level of interpretability is limited to each visit, thus failing to provide a complete decomposition of the prediction as RETAIN. For this reason, we use the RETAIN framework for ensuring interpretability of our tool.
Visualization of deep learning models. A major concern in the application of deep learning models is the 'black-box' nature. As a result, many approaches have been investigated for visualizing the dynamics in various types of neural networks. Especially for vision applications where convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have enjoyed a great success, many visualization methods such as heatmaps [85] , blurring [79] , dimensionality reduction [57, 66] of the filters and activation maps obtained during computation and backpropagation, and visualizing the model structure itself [82] were used. This led to a large number of studies dedicated to developing visualization frameworks that help users better understand their networks [19, 33, 35, 64, 74] .
Compared to CNNs, RNNs have received less attention in visualization, mainly because of its intertwined structure and its popularity in text data analysis. Though it is possible to visualize the activations of hidden state cells [39, 61, 75] , they do not propose the level of interpretability as in CNNs. In this aspect, our work makes a substantial contribution in that it aims to provide direct interpretations of the outputs computed using RNNs, supported with a visual analytics tool.
Interactive machine learning platforms. A topic of emerging importance in the visual analytics field is to integrate machine learning models with various user interactions [68] . Instead of passively observing the outcomes of machine learning models visually, users can make updates to the inputs, outputs, or both, which can further influence the model. This setting enables users to conduct what-if case analyses by adding, editing, or removing data items and then recomputing the outputs. Additionally, a user can instill the model with his/her prior knowledge to correct errors and further improve model performance.
There have been a number of studies to develop tools where users can interact with the results of machine learning tasks such as classification [24, 30, 53] , topic modeling [17, 25, 50] , dimensionality reduction [6, 46] and clustering [18, 45, 49] . However, there are only a small number of studies that apply user interaction to tasks requiring deep learning models, such as object segmentation [81] . To the best of our knowledge, our work is one of the first to apply such user interaction to RNNbased models for medical tasks, supporting direct interaction with the visualized results computed from a deep learning model.
Interpretability of deep learning models. The definition of model "interpretability" has not been fully established. Model interpretation can be realized in several forms. For instance, the weights of a logistic regression model can show what the model has learned. In addition, 2-D projection of word embeddings can show how the model interprets each word by showing its distance from others. Likewise, we can illustrate interpretability using the linear or nonlinear relationship between inputs and outputs, defined by a learned model. In case of deep learning models, it is difficult to describe the relationship between the input and the output [54] . In this paper, RetainEX aims to achieve this notion of interpretability, similar to weights of logistic regression models.
Prior approaches attempted to resolve the interpretability issue in deep learning models. Visualizing the learned representation is one approach to understand the relationship between the input and the output, as discussed in Section 2. For example, explanation-by-example, such as 2-D projection of word embeddings using t-SNE [60] or PCA, can explain model's interpretation of data by showing which words are closely located in the latent space. An alternative form of interpretation is model-agnostic approaches such as partial dependence plot [27] , Shapley values [71] and LIME [67] , where they provide some form of explanation as to how a set of features affect the model output.
Deep learning models provide interpretable results by showing attention [3, 58] . For example, we can imagine a RNN-based model that predicts a sentiment score based on a sentence (i.e., a sequence of words). Given a sentence, the model can compute and assign a score per each word. This score represents importance or contribution that is related to the predicted sentiment score. In our diagnosis risk prediction task, it is natural to think that particular visits of a patient are more important than the rest to predict whether the patient will be diagnosed with heart failure in the future. Therefore, by using the attention mechanism, we can train our model to assign greater weights to more important visits and use these weighted visits for the prediction task. Attention has proven to improve the performance of many sequence-tosequence based deep learning tasks such as machine translation [23] , question answering [83] , and speech generation [80] .
Inspired by the approaches, we aim to increase the interpretability of RNN-based model by using the attention mechanism as well as visualization methods in the development of RetainEX and RetainVis.
USERS, DATA, AND TASKS
This section describes target users, input data, and analytic tasks (questions) the users desire to solve. Based on the description, we review requirements for our model and visualization framework.
Physicians, Health Professionals, and Researchers
The target users of our visual analytics system include physicians, health professionals, and medical researchers who have access to electronic medical records (EMRs). They need to answer questions related to diagnosis, prescription, and other medical events. One of their tasks is to accurately estimate the current and future states of patients. In addition, they want to investigate the common patterns of patients with the same target outcome (e.g., diabetes). The experts often want to conduct what-if analysis on patients by testing hypothetical scenarios.
Data
The dataset used in our visual analytics system, collected between years 2014 and 2015, was provided by the Health Insurance Review and Assessment Service (HIRA) [41] , the national health insurance service in the Republic of Korea. The HIRA dataset contains the medical information of approximately 51 million Koreans. In particular, the National Patients Sample (HIRA-NPS) dataset consists of information on approximately 1.4 million patients (3% of all Korean patients) and their related prescriptions. The HIRA-NPS dataset was constructed using age-and gender-stratified random sampling. The representativeness and validity of this sample dataset have been confirmed by thorough evaluation against the entire patient population of Korea [42] . The HIRA-NPS contains each patient's encrypted, unique, anonymized identification (ID) number, medical institution ID number, demographic information, gender, age, primary and secondary diagnoses, inpatient or outpatient status, surgical or medical treatment received, prescriptions, and medical expenses. Each diagnosis is encoded based on the Korean Standard Classification of Disease, Ninth Revision (KCD-9).
Predicting Diagnosis Risk
Of the various types of tasks in the medical domain where machine learning and deep learning methods can be applied, we chose the task of diagnosis risk prediction. Our medical domain experts were especially interested in the task of predicting whether a patient would later become diagnosed with illnesses such as heart failure using prior visit information. Therefore, we formulated a task setting where we first observe all visits of a patient who has not yet been diagnosed with a target illness (e.g., heart failure), and then predict whether he or she becomes diagnosed with that sickness during a visit in a latter stage, presumably within the next six months. This problem becomes a binary classification task over sequential data, which is a common setting in sequential neural network models as the one we will propose.
User Tasks
This section reports our target users' tasks. We iteratively identified our target tasks based on weekly discussions among co-authors of this paper, who are experts in visual analytics, deep learning, and medical domains. We initially generated research questions of our target users' potential interest (led by medical experts), derived visual analytics tasks (led by deep learning and visual analytics experts), and then further evaluated them by closely following a design study methodology [70] . In particular, all leading authors, who were experts in two of the three domains of interest (i.e., deep learning, visual analytics, medical domains), each played the liaison role to fill the gap between domain and technical areas, as Simon et al. [73] suggests.
The following list shows the main user tasks: T1: View Patient Demographics and Medical Records Summary. Users gain an overview of patients with respect to their demographic characteristics and medical history. The goal of this task is for users to understand the overall distribution of ages, gender, medical history. This enables users to understand the patient groups and to select a subset of them based on their interest.
T2: Select Interesting Patient Cohorts. Users test their hypotheses against prior knowledge on specific patient cohorts. In particular, they want to define the cohorts based on various patient attributes.
T3: View Summary of Selected Patients based on visits, medical codes, and prediction scores. Users want to grasp the summary of selected patients. The summary should include the temporal overview of visits, medical codes, and prediction scores.
T4: Investigate Single Patient History. Users investigates a patient's history, especially which visits (i.e., sequence and timing) and medical codes (i.e., event type) contribute to the prediction scores. Users compare contribution scores between medical codes and visits.
T5: View Contributions of Medical Records for Prediction. Users want to understand why each prediction is made based on patients' visits and medical records. In particular, users want to understand the reason by showing the relationship between inputs (patient records) and outputs (prediction scores).
T6: Conduct What-If Case Analyses on individual patients (e.g., add/edit/remove medical code, change visit intervals). Users want to test their hypothetical scenarios on individual patients. For instance, users can check whether the prediction score decreases as they insert a hypothetical visit with a series of treatments.
T7: Evaluate and Steer Predictive Model by viewing summary of prediction scores and providing feedback on contribution scores of visits and medical codes. Users want to check whether the model acts in line with users' prior knowledge. If the model behaves in a undesirable manner, users can provide relevant feedback to the model so that they can improve the model's prediction and interpretation.
By reviewing the tasks, we agreed that a visual analytics system with a recurrent neural network (RNN) model would be a suitable combination to help users accomplish their goals. In particular, we needed a variant of RNN that can reveal interpretable outcomes. Thus, we chose the state-of-the-art, interpretable RNN-based model, called RETAIN [15] . However, RETAIN needed significant improvement in order to fulfill our target users' needs, especially by considering temporal aspects of EMR (i.e., days between visits) and by allowing users to steer the model based on user inputs (T3−T7). In Section 4, we introduce the improved model called RetainEX. In Section 5, we describe the design of our visual analytics tool, called RetainVis, and how it fulfills users' needs together with RetainEX.
MODEL DESCRIPTION
This section describes the structure of our prediction model, which we name RetainEX (RETAIN with extra time dimensions and embedding matrices). We explain the additional features that we incorporated into the original model for greater interactivity, and show how they are capable of fulfilling the user tasks we defined in the previous section.
Structure of EMR data
A patient's EMR data contain information of a patient's visits over time. It is usually recorded as a sequence of medical codes, where each code corresponds to either a doctor's diagnosis of a patient, a treatment or surgery, or a prescribed medicine. In this sense, we can consider the data of a patient as a sequence of vectors x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x T , with T as the total number of visits. For each binary vector x t ∈ {0, 1} |C| with C as the number of unique codes, x t,c is set to 1 if code c is observed in visit t; otherwise set to 0. Note that each visit may contain more than one code, which results in each x t containing multiple values of 1. In this paper, we focus on using such sequential data on a prediction task, 'learning to diagnose (L2D)' [55] , where a model observes the visits of a patient and returns a prediction score indicating the probability of the patient being diagnosed with a target disease in near future. t is fed into two biRNNs to obtain scalar α and vector β attention weights (D) α, β and v b are multiplied over all timesteps, then summed to form a single vector o, which is linearly and nonlinearly transformed to a probability scoreŷ.
RetainEX: Interactive temporal attention model
As Figure 2 (A) shows, our model takes the patient visit sequence as Cdimensional vectors x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x T along with the time intervals between each visit, ∆t 1 , ∆t 2 , . . . , ∆t T . Our model uses two embedding matrices W a emb ∈ R m×C and W b emb ∈ R m×C to convert the binary vectors into continuous vectors. We obtain a representation vector for each visit as We follow the original RETAIN settings and compute two attention types, α and β . For the tth visit, α t is a single value that represents the importance of the particular visit. Meanwhile, β t is a m-dimensional vector that represents the importance of each medical code within a particular visit. As α and β are two separate attention types, our model uses two RNN modules. We included the details of how RNNs are computed in Appendix A.1.
We also modified the unidirectional RNN modules to bidirectional ones, as discussed in Section 4.3. For each v a t , biRNN α computes the forward and backward hidden states, g f t and g b t , which are concatenated as a single 2m-dimensional vector. We use a parameter w α ∈ R 2m to compute a scalar value for each timestep as e t = w α g f t ; g b t . Then, we apply the softmax function on all scalar values e 1 , . . . , e T to obtain α 1 , α 2 , . . . , α T , a distribution of attention values that sum to one. Similarly, the concatenated hidden state vectors generated using biRNN β are multiplied by W β ∈ R m×2m and return an m-dimensional vector β t for the t-th timestep as
Once we obtain both alpha and beta values, we multiply these values with the other set of embedding vectors, v b 1 , . . . , v b T as in Figure 2 (D), and add up the values to obtain the context vector o with indicating elementwise multiplication of two vectors. Lastly, we compute the final contribution score, s = w T out o. This scalar value is transformed to compute a prediction valueŷ = 1 1+e −s , ranging between 0 and 1 where w out ∈ R m . The predicted value indicates the diagnosis risk of a patient, with a value closer to 1 indicating a higher risk. We train our model by optimizing all parameters to minimize the cross-entropy loss,
, with y i as the target value for the i-th patient among all patients (N).
Bidirectionality
Compared to traditional RNNs, which process the input sequence in one direction from the beginning to the end, bidirectional RNNs (biRNNs) introduce another set of hidden state vectors computed in a reverse order from the end to the beginning.
In EMR-based diagnosis, clinicians can observe a patient's history in a chronological order to see how the patient's status progresses over time and also trace backward in a reverse order from the end to identify possible cues that may strengthen or weaken their confidence of the patient's current state. While the original RETAIN model uses unidirectional RNNs in a reverse direction, we formulate a more intuitive and accurate prediction model by processing the input data with biRNNs. The structure of a bidirectional RNN is discussed in Appendix A.2.
Data with non-uniform time intervals
Though general RNNs do not consider time intervals between visits, the temporal aspect is a key to the disease diagnosis. For instance, a burst of the same events over a short time period may forebode the manifestation of a serious illness, while a long hibernation between events may indicate that they may not be influential for diagnosis.
To harness temporal information, we incorporate visit dates as an additional feature to the input vectors of our RNN model. Given a sequence of T timestamps t 1 ,t 2 , . . . ,t T , we obtain T interval values ∆t 1 , ∆t 2 , . . . , ∆t T with ∆t i = t i − t i−1 . We assume that the first visit is unaffected by time constraints by fixing ∆t 1 to 1. For each ∆t i we calculate different time representations of a single interval, which are (1) ∆t i (the time interval itself), (2) 1/∆t i (its reciprocal value), and (3) 1/ log (e + ∆t i ) (an exponentially decaying value). The first representation was introduced in [15] where time interval information was incorporated to RETAIN, and the latter two were proposed by [4] . These three values are concatenated to the input vectors of each step, to enrich the information for our model. We added the three representations of time intervals because our model can learn to use multiple types of time information and their contributions to prediction results. Experimental results in Section 6 show that the addition of time information significantly improves predictive performance.
Understanding the interpretability of RetainEX
In this section, we show how we achieve interpretability by computing contribution scores using the attention mechanism in RetainEX.
T4&T5: Understanding how predictions are made. RetainEX achieves its transparency by multiplying the RNN-generated attention weights α t s and β t s to the visit vectors v t to obtain the context vector o, which is used, instead of the RNN hidden state vectors, to make predictions. Each input vector x t has a linear relationship with the final contribution score s. Thus, we can formulate an equation that measures the contribution score of the code c at timestep t to s by reformulating the aforementioned equations as s t,c = α t w out W b emb [:, c] β t , where W b emb [:,c] is the c-th column of W b emb . In our model, we provide two levels of interpretability: visit-and code-level. The code-level contribution score is the contribution score of code c at timestep t as described in the above equation. We can derive a visit-level contribution score s t by aggregating contribution scores of codes for each visit as s t = ∑ c∈x t s t,c .
T3: Summary of selected patients.
It is possible to create a vectorized representation of each patient using the learned contribution scores. We assign a 1400-dimensional zero vector S to each patient, compute all individual contribution scores for all codes in every visit that a patient had, and add the contribution score of each one code (e.g., s t,c ) to the corresponding row of S, i.e., S [c]. The dimension size of 1,400 is due to our preprocessed dataset containing 500 treatment codes, 268 diagnosis codes, and 632 prescription codes (see details in Section 6.1). The resulting S can be seen as a patient embedding whose sum of elements and direction each indicate the predicted diagnosis risk and distribution of input features. We later use these vectors to create the scatter plot view in fig. 1 (A) for exploratory analyses.
Interactions featured in RetainEX
We increase the interpretability of the contribution score by allowing users to experiment with how outputs change according to input changes in an interactive manner. We provide three ways to edit inputs: adding or removing input codes, modifying visit periods, and modifying the contribution scores of individual codes.
T6: Conducting what-if case analysis. Adding or removing codes only requires a simple modification to x t by changing an element to 1 or 0 with all other input vectors fixed, and then feeding all inputs into the model again for recomputation. For modification of time intervals, once a time interval ∆t i changes, the corresponding three time values are also updated, and put into the model for recomputation. It is a simple and effective scheme for incorporating temporal information into the model, which also guarantees improved performance.
T7: Evaluating and steering predictive model. This interaction allows users to provide feedback onto contribution scores of individual visits or codes based on their domain expertise. While the earlier two types of interaction are straightforward in that we modify the inputs and insert them into the model to obtain new results, the third type of interaction is more complex since the model now has to update the learned parameters according to the user's actions so that it can place more weight to the specified inputs without harming the overall distribution of attentions assigned to different visits and codes.
In the original RETAIN, the visit embeddings v 1 , . . . , v T , which are obtained from the binary vectors x 1 , , . . . , x T and the embedding matrix W emb , are used to both (1) compute alpha and beta weights, and (2) compute the final outputs by multiplying itself with the alpha and beta values and then summing up across all timesteps to form a single context vector o. As we want to change the contributions of specific code(s) at a particular visit without changing the alpha and beta attentions at other visits, we formulate an optimization problem where we minimize L retrain = e −s pos +s neg with s pos and s neg being the sums of user-selected contribution scores s t,c to either increase or decrease. The retraining process thus is equivalent to performing a number of gradient descent operations to the parameters, which we restrict to W emb .
Our loss function has to take a monotonically increasing form while maintaining a positive value. We also have to train our model to increase/decrease a number of contribution scores at the same time. As can be seen in the paper, minimizing L retrain is equivalent to maximizing positive contributions while minimizing negative contributions.
Though nonlinear functions such as sigmoid and tanh functions can be used for computing the loss, we chose the exponential function. When having to reduce negative contribution scores, we discovered that the input value −s pos + s neg is often a real number larger than 2. While this would result in saturated gradients close to 0 for the aforementioned nonlinear functions, the exponential function would get a high gradient value from this calculation. This value combined with an adequate learning rate can optimize the parameters of the embedding matrix.
To preserve the overall attention distribution while changing the weights of specific medical codes, the embeddings used to calculate alpha and beta values need to be separated from the embeddings used for retraining. Thus, we apply relaxation to our model by introducing two embedding matrices W a emb and W b emb , subsequently producing two sets of visit embeddings v a 1 , . . . , v a T and v b 1 , . . . , v b T . The first set is used to compute the alpha and beta attention weights, while the weights are multiplied to the second set for the final outputs. Due to the relaxation, we can control the influence of individual codes without altering the overall distribution of attention with respect to W b emb . While our retraining scheme helps improve the performance of our model, we also want to maintain the real-time interactivity. The retraining process is completed in real-time as the only parameters that are actually modified during the process are the weights from W b emb . From a deep learning prospective, backpropagating the weights of a single embedding matrix from a single data sample can be done in milliseconds. Throughout experiments, we discovered that retraining was the most effective when optimized for around 10 to 20 iterations with a learning rate of 0.01. It took an average of 0.015 seconds to retrain the model according to the data of a patient with 20 visits where 5 codes were modified. Due to the simplicity of the scheme, the model was updated within a second after 20 iterations of retraining.
RETAINVIS: VISUAL ANALYTICS WITH RETAINEX
This section introduces visualization and interaction features that integrate RetainEX and describe how the design fulfills user tasks. 
Overview
Overview aims to provide a summary of patients with respect to their medical codes, contribution scores, and predicted diagnosis risks (T1).
To derive this overview, we use S (see Section 4.5 for details), which is a list of all patients vectorized with contribution scores of medical codes. We ran t-SNE on S to derive two dimensional vector list in order to projects patients on 2-D space. Figure 3 (A) shows that Overview depicts patients' differences by the distance between points. In Overview, users can choose to map between patient attributes (e.g., age, gender, contribution scores) and two graphical variables: color and position (axes), as Figure 3 (A) shows. For instance, users can map predicted diagnosis risks to a linear color scale of white to red (0 to 1) as shown in Figure 3 (A) . Users can also show male and female patients in different colors. Then, users can also switch axes by choosing two out of any attributes. Figure 3 (A) shows that the user chose two comorbidities of heart failure patients, namely hypertensive diseases (x) and diabetes mellitus (y). The chart shows the model's overall high predicted risks around the region except for lower left corners-which indicates patients with low contribution scores of both hypertension and diabetes. From the view, we can hypothesize that predicting patients without strong contributions of any of these comorbidities will be difficult for the model.
The right side of Overview shows four charts: code bar chart, gender bar chart, age area chart, and prediction circle chart, from top to bottom. The four charts mainly summarize patients by their attributes. To avoid overplotting, we only show the top three highest contributors in code bar chart. This approach has limitations, where it only shows three measures at a time. We could have fit more bars by showing narrower, horizontal bars. It is certainly a direction that future designers can implement. In this particular implementation, we wanted to maintain the consistency between other bar charts in other views, where the bar height was consistently used as an indicator for contribution scores. The contribution scores were computed by patient-wise mean of the corresponding codes in score vectors of patients (S). Users can see the distributions of age and gender in gender bar chart and age area chart, respectively. Prediction circle chart shows the mean predicted diagnosis risk as the gauge filled in the circle. This particular icon is consistently used to show individual patient's predicted diagnosis risk in Patient List as well. The bottom right corner of Overview shows gender, age, and predicted risk of a selected/highlighted patient.
The five charts in Overview not only serves as summary of patients but also acts as custom cohort builders (T2). Using coordinated interaction between the five charts, users can define customized patient groups by setting filters on each view. The scatter plot view initially shows 2D projection of patients using a nonlinear manifold learning technique, t-SNE. In scatter plot, users can draw a polygonal area with a lasso drawing tool. Our interaction approach, namely Lasso-selection in 2D projection derived from multidimensional data, has limitations. The 2D projection cannot provide the most faithful distances between points. Users may not be able to correctly express their regions of interests due to such information loss. Many prior techniques attempt to expose such artifacts of dimension reduction (e.g., CheckViz [51] ) and to resolve the issues by providing some guidance [2, 31] . Alternatively, we can provide visual summaries of axes of nonlinear projection (e.g., AxiSketcher [46] ). In order to provide more options for scatter plot axes, we allowed users to select and switch axes to other measures, such as prediction certainty, contribution scores of medical codes, and demographic information (e.g., age). The 2D projection view may also suffer the clutter issue, which can be minimized by showing only representative points based on clustering as shown in Clustervision [45] . Once users complete drawing, the points surrounded by the drawn region are highlighted. In addition, other views quickly show a summary of the highlighted points: 1) dotted bars for the mean values of selected patients in code bar chart; 2) distributions of selected patients in yellow bars and yellow areas in gender bar chart and age area chart, respectively; and 3) mean predicted diagnosis risk as a dotted horizontal line in prediction circle chart. Users can also set filters in other views: by clicking bars or brushing axes. Thus, Overview highlights patients that satisfy all conditions set by users. For instance, users can select a small cohort of six patients by drawing an area representing positive contributions from both ischaemic heart diseases (x) and pulmonary heart diseases (y) as well as choosing the age group between 60 and 80.
Patient Summary
Patient Summary, in contrast to Overview, shows a temporal summary in contribution progress chart (T3). There are three charts vertically shown from top to bottom in Patient Summary as Figure 4 shows. The first chart is a table that summarizes selected patients: 1) number of patients, 2) accuracy (number of correct prediction / number of patients), 3) mean predicted diagnosis risk, 4) number of medical codes, 5) name of top contributing medical code, and 6) sum of contribution scores. Then, it provides an interaction handle that toggles contribution progress chart and code bar chart.
In contribution progress chart, users can see a temporal overview of nine selected medical contribution scores over sequences or time. The temporal area chart is constructed in the following way: 1) we align all sequences of medical codes to the final visit; 2) starting from the final visit backward, we compute the mean and standard deviation of contribution scores of the corresponding codes across patients; 3) we visualize the computed means and standard deviation over time as area paths along with the horizontal axis. The thickness represents variance, and the vertical spikes show the mean around each visit (with respect to the most recent visit). Since patients with longer sequences, such as 120 visits, are rare, it tends to show almost a single line toward the left side. Figure 4 shows that the green codes (diagnosis) show higher variance toward the end of patient records than other types.
Code bar chart shows the top nine contributors of the patients: three per each of three different code types (diagnosis, medication, and disease). Users can also highlight a code in contribution progress chart by hovering over the corresponding bar. By clicking on one of the nine codes, users can also sort Patient List by the contribution scores of it. The three views provide an overview of selected patients. After observing peculiar, downward spikes of the contribution scores of aspirin around 10-to-15 visits before the end in Figure 4 , users can sort patients by the contribution scores of aspirin in Patient List (T3).
Patient List
Patient List provides a list of selected patients, where users can explore and compare multiple patients. In Patient List, each patient's visit record is represented as rectangular boxes arranged horizontally inspired by prior work in visualizing sequences [47, 48] . Each box decorated with a diverging color scheme of the blue-to-white-to-red (negative-to-0-to-positive) scale represents the sum of contribution scores of all codes in the visit. At the rightmost end of the visit boxes, a prediction circle icon, which was also used in Overview, shows the strength of the predicted diagnosis risk. In this view, users can quickly glance the temporal pattern of contribution scores of individual patients and select one patient for a deep-dive analysis. Contribution scores show how much each medical code or visit impacts upon prediction certainty. This contribution is the most essential unit of interpretability by showing the relationship between event sequences and predicted outcomes. In the patient list view, we aim to provide when and how much each visit impacted upon high or low prediction certainty for patients. The pattern shown in heatmap is used for users to select interesting patients who have unique patterns. 
Patient Details
Patient Details shows a focused view of a single patient (T4). It consists of three different views as Figure 1 (E) shows. The first view is a line chart of prediction scores. The predicted diagnosis risks over time (sequences) are calculated in the following way: 1) starting from the first visit, we predict diagnosis risks by considering only the preceding visits until the corresponding visit; 2) then, we compute N predicted diagnosis risks per patient, where N is the total number of visits per patient; 3) we also compute the contribution scores of individual medical codes per predicted risk, which will be used in temporal code chart.
Temporal code chart shows contribution scores of all medical codes for each patient. The view is similarly arranged horizontally per visit as in Patient List. In Patient Details, we mapped the horizontal space for temporal progression and the vertical space for contribution scores as well as diagnostic progression risks. In this way, users are able to observe correlation between contribution scores of medical codes and prediction risks. Temporal code chart unpacks individual visits into separate medical codes. The medical codes are represented as colored symbols: green plus (diagnosis), purple diamond (prescription), yellow rectangle (sickness), according to their type. The colored symbols are placed vertically with respect to their contribution scores. Code bar chart shows the top nine contributing medical codes.
In Patient Details, users can understand the progression of predicted diagnosis risks and why such predictions are made (T5). When users hover over the x-axis, they can see the updated contribution scores of medical codes of preceding visits until the point of time. Figure 1 (D) ). It provides a dedicated space for editing a selected patient's medical codes. Patient Editor presents each visit horizontally in a temporal manner and lists each visit's medical codes downward as shown in Figure 1 (D) . User can sort medical codes of a visit either by contribution score (default) or by the code type. This layout enables users to easily select medical codes to make changes for interaction. Second, users can convert Patient Details into Patient Editor by simply choosing a context menu option. By doing so, users can maintain the context while editing the patient visits and medical codes if they were focusing on Patient Details. However, users will lose the original version if they directly edit on Patient Details. Since there is a tradeoff between the two approaches, we implemented both features and allowed users to choose one at their convenience.
Patient Editor
As shown in Figure 1 (D) , users can move the visit along the time axis to change the date. Users can also add new codes in to a visit, and they can remove existing ones. In some cases, users may feel that they need to steer the model towards their prior knowledge or hypotheses. In Patient Editor, users can provide feedback to the model (T7) by requesting to increase contribution scores of selected medical codes. In such activities mentioned above, users can test hypothetical scenarios. Once users complete the changes, the model returns the newly generated predicted diagnosis risk over time as well as contribution scores overlaid on top of the original records. For example, users might have felt the need to update contribution scores of selected medical codes and move some visits to different dates (Figure 1 (D) ). The results are shown in Figure 5 . The predicted risk significantly increased; in particular, predicted risks of final two increased as the red dotted line shows in Figure 5 . The increase was due to increases in contribution scores of medical codes from the four most recent visits, which are shown as the right upward trends in connected code symbols.
EXPERIMENTS
This section reports the methods and results of quantitative and qualitative experiments using our models trained on the HIRA-NPS dataset for predicting heart failure and cataract, respectively.
Experimental Setup
The primary purpose of RETAIN is to provide interpretatable results on data-driven medical prediction tasks. To apply our visualization framework to a case of medical prediction, we set two binary prediction tasks: predicting a patient's future diagnosis of (a) heart failure and (b) cataract. Our specific goal is to observe the medical records of a patients for the first six months to predict whether he/she will become diagnosed with that condition in the near future. For each task, we create a case set which consists of patients whose first diagnosis of the target condition occurred after the end of June. We discard all visits made after June, and remove patients who has made less than 5 visits. Both heart failure and cataract datasets showed a similar distribution of patients. For heart failure, the min, max, and average visit lengths were 5, 188, and 20.79. For cataract, these lengths were 5, 148, and 20.05.
Each visit of a patient contains a timestamp and the codes related to the medical treatment, prescriptions, and diagnosed conditions of a patient. However, the number of codes are too diverse for our model to properly handle, and thus an additional step for reducing the total number of codes was taken. For diagnosis codes, we simply categorized each specific code according to the 268 mid-level categories according to KCD-9. However, since there were no provided classification schemes for treatment and prescription codes, for each type of code we selected the n-frequent codes that account for at least 95% of the entire data and discarded the rest. We were able to reduce more than 7,000 treatment codes to 500 and 3,800 prescription codes to 632 while preserving 94.7% of the original data. This enables us to represent all the codes associated with a visit in a 1,400-dimensional binary vector.
For each patient in the case set, we create a control set consisting of 10 patients who belong to the same gender and age groups and have a similar number of visits. We assign target labels of 1 and 0 to the case and control patients respectively. Thus, each batch contains 11 patients. We result in 5,730 batches (63,030 patients) for heart failure and 10,692 batches (117,612 patients) for cataract. We split each dataset into train, validation and test sets with a ratio of 0.65/0.1/0.25.
Our models are implemented on Pytorch 0.3.1 [63] . We trained our model on our training set using Adam [43] on learning rates of 0.01, 0.001, 0.0001 and hidden state sizes of 64, 128, 256, and tested them on the validation set to obtain the best performing hyperparameters and 
Quantitative analysis
Models are quantitatively evaluated by two metrics; Area under the ROC Curve (AUC) and Average Precision (AP). These measures show robustness to data imbalance in positive/negative labels as they measure how successfully positive cases are ranked above negative cases [26] .
To further test our model, we implemented two baseline models for comparison: 1) GRU: We implemented a GRU model using the final hidden state, equivalent to β T in our proposed model; 2) RETAIN: We implemented the original version of RETAIN. We also tested the importance of adding time data to RetainEX, so we compared it to an equivalent version without time intervals being used (RetainEX w/o time). For the baseline models, we apply the same training and hyperparameter selection strategy as mentioned above. Table 1 shows that RetainEX outperforms the baseline models in all cases. The effect of adding an additional embedding matrix can be seen in comparison to the original RETAIN model and RetainEX without time. Given the otherwise identical settings, the improvement in performance is due to having two embeddings, one for computing the attention values and another for computing the final prediction output. Furthermore, we show that with the addition of time interval information, the performance of the model increases even more across all settings. By using the temporal dimension, our model can more accurately learn how to discriminate between important and unimportant visits. Last of all, the rightmost columns display the average time taken to train the model per epoch, that is to observe every training data once. Table 1 shows that RetainEX outperforms baseline models at the expense of only a small increase in training time.
Qualitative analysis
We also qualitatively reviewed whether the medical codes (treatment, diagnosis, and prescriptions) with high contribution scores for predicting heart failure (HF), are supported by general medical knowledge. Using the scheme introduced in Section 4.5, we generated a score vector S and an additional 1400-dimensional vector C for every case patient. C stores the total counts of each medical code per patient. After computing the vectors for every patient, we sum all S's and C's to obtain 1400-dimensional representations of the contribution scores and counts for the medical codes of all patients, which we denote as S total and C total . We normalize S total in two different directions: (i) to identify common medical codes prevalent in most patients, we averaged all dimensions of S total by N to obtain S 1 ( Table 2 in Appendix B); (ii) to identify codes that are strongly associated with the development of heart failure, we divided each dimension of S total by its corresponding C total value to obtain S 2 (see Table 3 in Appendix B).
The top-5 S 1 scores in diagnosis support the premise that hypertensive disease are associated with heart failure, as well as being a major cause of other diseases and comorbidities [38, 52] . Hypertensive disease was the most frequently diagnosed co-morbidity in patients with heart failure ( Table 2 in Appendix B). Likewise, ischaemic heart disease was also a major disease in patients with heart failure [62] , as reflected by the relatively high S 1 scores in the current study. Metabolic disorders, such as hemochromatosis, for which a relatively high S 1 score was observed, were also shown to be likely to cause heart failure as a complication [8] . It was presumed that cerebrovascular disease would be diagnosed in a high number of patients with heart failure as hypertension is a common characteristic of both diseases [5, 72] . Bisoprolol, a medicine ingredient for which a relatively high S 1 score was recorded, is frequently prescribed for heart disease [22] , while aspirin and atorvastatin are commonly used to prevent it [20] .
Carvedilol is a major prescription agent used to treat heart failure [21] . The results of this study demonstrated that medical codes involved in the prevention or treatment of heart failure (i.e., prescriptions) had relatively high scores in S 1 . Other medical codes with a relatively strong contribution score included obesity, confirming that it is a major risk factor for heart diseases [40] . Disorders of the thyroid gland are also known to cause heart failure [44] . These codes were found to have high scores in S 2 (Table 3 in Appendix B). It was assumed that isosorbide mononitrate and amlodipine besylate had relatively high S 2 scores because they are used to treat hypertension, a major causative condition of heart failure. Heart failure is a clinical syndrome that is characterized by complicated pathophysiology. The results from the study show that our model is capable of identifying factors (i.e., medical codes) that are strongly associated with heart failure.
CASE STUDY: PATIENTS WITH HEART FAILURE
In this section, we provide a case study, developed and discussed by analyzing a subset of EMR data. To illustrate the story vividly, we introduce a fictitious character called Jane. Jane is a data analyst, who is a domain expert in the medical field. She is very interested in analyzing patients with heart failure (HF) and determining sequences of medical codes that are related to the onset of the disease.
Jane decided to conduct a predictive analysis using RetainVis with RetainEX trained by 40,964 patients (1:10 ratio between case and control) for the heart failure case study (see Section 6 for details). She pulled 3,724 patients diagnosed with heart failure in the latter half of a calendar year. She then launched RetainVis to see an overview of the patients in terms of contribution scores of 1,400 medical codes.
The initial overview showed a very interesting grouping in the upper right corner of Overview (see the highlighted area in Figure 1 (A) ). Jane filtered patients by drawing a polygon area of interest over the region using the lasso tool. The initial selection provided 564 patients (F = 297) with very high prediction scores on average (.97), which indicates that the patients are explained well with RetainEX. She loaded the selection into Patient Summary. It showed the top three contributing diseases (comorbidities) as ischaemic heart disease, hypertensive disease, and cerebrovascular disease, all of which are known to be highly related to heart failures. In particular, the existence of hypertensive disease indicates its relevance to the S1 General HF group in Yan et al. [84] . The top three medications are bisoprolol hemifumarate, aspirin, and trimetazidine. Bisoprolo is related to reducing hypertension, and trimetazidine is related to ischaemic heart disease. It was interesting to see aspirin among the top contributors as it is known to reduce the HF risk with potential side effects like kidney failure for long-term use.
Jane quickly broke down the group into a more granular level. The data points were subdivided into three subgroups, each of which tends to be cohesive within its group but separated from others. The first subgroup (N=201) showed the similar representation of what we saw with high hypertension and Bisoprolo (S1). The second group showed an interesting diagnosis called "syndrome of four (or Sasang) constitutional medicine" as one of the high contributing medical codes. The Sasang typology is a traditional Korean personalized medicine, which aims to cluster patients into four groups based on patient's phenotypic characteristics [7] . It was interesting to observe that a fair number of patients (N=230) showed the influence of this unique medical code. Recently, there have been studies investigating the relationship between the Sasang types and prediction of cardiovascular disease [11] . She thought it will be interesting to test such hypotheses later.
The third group showed another interesting cohort with relatively higher age (74.7 years old in average) than the other two groups (66.7 years old). In Patient Summary, Jane saw that the group is associated with hypertension and diseases of oesophagus. It has been reported that there might be relationship between heart disease (e.g., ischaemic heart disease) and diseases of oesophagus (e.g., Barrett's esophagus) [78] . The group also showed high contribution scores of bilirubin, suspected as a predictive marker of pulmonary arterial hypertension [77] . She conjectured that this group shows many severe diseases (mostly related to high blood pressure) with high prediction scores. Jane decided to drill down into details in Patient List. She sorted the list by the number of visits then hovered over cerebrovascular disease (the top contributor of this group), and selected a patient with a very high volume of visits (N=150) over the period of six months. She observed cerebrovascular diseases recorded for almost every visit. By pulling the patient's detail in Patient Details, she found that the patient is taking a variety of preventive medicines as top three contributors: glimepiride (anti-diabetic drug), pravastatin (prevent high cholesterol), and hydrochlorothiazide (prevent high blood pressure). By arranging the x-axis by dates, she also realized that the patient was prescribed the medicine periodically (once in every two weeks). The patient was also diagnosed with metabolic disorders nearly every visit. In summary, Jane could confirm many known stories about heart failures, where it is closely related to metabolic disorders, hypertension, and growing age.
Jane switched her gear to evaluate the performance of the predictive model. Since she in general believed that the model describes the heart failure prediction very well with associated comorbidities and medication as high contribution scores, she was curious of cases where the model failed. Could it be due to the data quality? She sorted the patients by prediction scores, and found three patients who were not predicted as HF (prediction score < .5). She selected a patient with the lowest score (.076). Interestingly, this patient did show the prevalence of aforementioned medical codes, such as hypertention, bilirubin, and aspirin, towards the end of June. However, there was a very unique aspect of this patient. There were major injuries recorded in May 20, namely head, leg, body injuries leading to medication prescriptions related to pain (e.g., tramadol) on next two visits. Also, the patient was diagnosed with arthrosis twice. Jane conjectured the mixture of major injuries with HF related diseases might be the issue. She promptly conducted a what-if analysis using Patient Editor. She removed injuries and related medications, and tightened dates between events towards the end of June. She selected hypertension, bilirubin, aspirin, and ischaemic heart disease, then chose the "increase the contribution score" option to retrain the model. The retrained model with new input increased the prediction score from .076 to .600 with hypertension as the highest contributor. She hypothesized that it will be difficult to perfectly predict HF when a patient is associated with parallel activities. She once again realized the danger of purely automatic solutions and the importance of collaboration between human and machine via visual analytics.
DISCUSSION
In this section, we provide an in-depth discussion of our study by sharing lessons for designing visual analytics applications using RNNbased models on a diagnostic risk prediction task.
Interpretability and Model Performance
Adding interpretability to a model while preserving its performance is a challenging task. The strength of RNNs comes from its intertwined structure that freely learns high-dimensional representations in the latent space provided by its hidden states. In this sense, our approach of improving interpretability using linear combinations can be seen as forcing the model to learn these representations at the expense of computational freedom. Thus, understanding the tradeoff between interpretabiltiy and the performance of RNN models is crucial in designing a visual analytics tool. Target user tasks can be a guidance to solving this deadlock. Our tasks in Section 3.4 show an example.
One golden rule of data visualization is to maintain simplicity, which we discovered applies to the case of medical data as well. One expert expressed his thoughts of an ideal visualization tool for EMR data as a 'conversation partner' and that the first step to fulfilling this role is to have visualization results as simple as possible. He also revealed that it is important for the model and results to be intepretable and interactive, but also easily explainable by design. He also pointed out clinicians may not benefit much from the complex information provided by a machine. The contribution scores of each code and the predicted outcome presented by the model are, in a doctor's eyes, an additional piece of information that has to be looked at and verified. This might actually put extra burden to the doctor and hinder the process of decision making, instead of assisting it. This opinion was supported by another expert stating that visualization methods were partly unintuitive and difficult to interpret at first sight. This was contrary to our belief that presenting more information would lead to more precise diagnoses.
Both experts agreed that a more welcoming situation would be to develop a machine that simplifies the already complicated EMR data and pinpoints a number of points of attention, similar to our visit-level attention view. It is not a meticulous analysis tool that domain experts need, but an agent that can suggest interesting discussion points by looking at the data from a different perspective, just as if it were a fellow expert. Of course, the machine should be able to sufficiently prove why it made such a prediction or emphasized on a particular visit of a patient, so interpretability still remains a prerequisite. However, that is only when the user asks the model to prove its prediction, and in general the level of visualization should remain as simple as possible.
This feedback led us to different variations of our model for different purposes. The current complexity of our tool can be used to aid researchers who would like to freely explore the available data and conduct various what-if case analyses as seen in Section 7. Meanwhile, a more simplified version highlighting only significant and anomalous events can be adopted as an assistant tool for clinicians. The presented events may provide new insights that might have otherwise been overlooked. Thus, designers and providers need to correctly identify target users' needs and maximize the desired effects out of the given settings.
Towards Interactivity
Another important objective of our work was to apply user interaction schemes for various what-if analyses. To allow for a greater depth of user interaction, we added the following functions to the original model: (1) we used the interval information between visits as an additional input feature to our model, and (2) we introduced a retraining method using an additional embedding matrix to increase or decrease the contributions of individual codes according to the domain knowledge of the user. We also showed that not only do these additional functions ensure our proposed interaction features, but they have an auxiliary effect of improving the model's quantitative performance as well.
While making use of temporal data is also an important concept that we present, here we focus more on the retraining module. This strategy was effective in correcting the contribution scores that were assigned to certain visits or medical codes. We selected a case patient and a control patient, who were misclassified with the model trained initially (Type-II and Type-I errors). With the help of medical experts, we found which codes were over-and under-represented and updated their contribution scores accordingly. Not only were we able to fix the prediction scores of the selected samples, but we also noticed that the mean diagnostic risk prediction scores of a test dataset increased from 0.812 to 0.814. That is, our retraining scheme conducted at one or two samples ended up improving the overall performance of the model without affecting the model's integrity in computing attention scores for other samples.
The fact that retraining the contributions of patients leads to improved performance shows an example of how users can teach the machine based on their domain knowledge. Such interactions can resolve inherent problems of machine learning-based models, where the performance does not improve without additional training data. In particular, RetainVis retrained the model using users' updates made to contribution scores of medical codes. In other words, the feature-level interpretation can be used as an interaction handle. In this manner, users do not have to directly update the model parameters, which can be challenging for domain experts. This study illustrates one way to reflect user's intent, namely using direct manipulation and menu selection on feature-level representation of data points.
Issues in Visualization and AI for Health
A major concern is the risk of the machine making false predictions. No matter how accurate a diagnosis prediction model may be, there is always the possibility that it will produce Type-II errors and fail to capture a serious condition of a patient in life-or-death problems. Thus, solely relying on the information provided by a machine becomes risky because doctors have to take full responsibility of a patient's outcome. In addition, the performance metrics need to be more convincing.
Though AUC and AP are proven to be effective metrics for measuring the performances in imbalanced datasets, a high score does not necessarily mean that a model makes a clear distinction between safe and suspected patients. While an ideal situation would be to have a threshold around 0.5 out of 1 to discriminate between positive and negative cases, we discovered that the threshold that maximizes the F-1 score of the predicted results was relatively low, near 0.2. This reflects a common problem in applying machine learning to medical prediction tasks, where a high score cannot guarantee to prevent a serious mistake.
Visualizations can be carefully used to communicate the performance of the model in a transparent way. Domain experts often hesitate to accept what they see as facts since they are unable to tell various uncertainties propagated through the pipeline [69] . There might be artificial patterns created due to inconsistent EMR recording practice, which could then be amplified by incorrectly trained models. Even for examples that were proven to be accurate, visualizations should indicate its inherent uncertainties involved. Thus, future researchers can investigate the design of uncertainty visualizations, when applying deep learning-based models for complex medical data.
Additionally, we learned that different tasks of the medical domain have to be modeled differently to produce satisfactory results. Another medical task that we did not include in this work is that of predicting the main sickness of a patient's next visit. Though the same settings were used, we discovered that even using the same number of input and output classes as in our proposed setting, RETAIN failed to outperform even the simplest baseline that returns the most frequent diagnosed sickness of each patient. While such problems can be left for future work, we would like to emphasize that in order for a machine learningbased model to prevail, a substantial amount of time and effort are required to tailor the problem setting and preprocess given data.
Limitations and Future Work
Our tool has several limitations in terms of scalability due to its computationally expensive deep learning-based model and limited screen real estates. Since the scatter plot can suffer from overplotting given too many patients, our recommendation is not to go beyond 10K patients visualized in the scatter plot. The Lasso-selection in the scatter plot can mislead users as described in Section 5. Our line charts may not work when we visualize more than decades of records with more than thousands of visits. In such a case, we recommend to use a horizontal scroll for users to navigate through users' medical history. Our main interactions to view updated results based on changes the user made to input values, can be improved. We may compute and visualize all possible input value combinations that can lead to the improvement of outcomes. Though our case study demonstrates the usefulness of RetainVis, it has not been empirically tested whether and how various features of RetainVis can help users solve problems. Our future work aims to conduct a long-term user study, where health care professionals will provide feedback to improve the overall design and usability issues.
CONCLUSION
In this study, we developed a visual analytics system called RetainVis by incorporating RetainEX into electronic medical datasets. Our iterative design process led us to improve interpretability as well as interactivity while maintaining its performance level against RETAIN. Our study shows that the design of RetainVis helps users explore realworld EMRs, gain insights, and generate new hypotheses. We aim to extend our approach to more diverse medical records, including various measures from medical tests, sensor data from medical equipment and personal devices. We believe that the lessons learned from this study can better guide future researchers to build interpretable and interactive visual analytics systems for recurrent neural network models.
Appendices

A MODEL DESCRIPTION
This section describes the mechanism of a basic recurrent neural network (RNN). We also provide a larger diagram of our proposed RetainEX for better understanding.
A.1 Recurrent neural networks
RNNs have been used in numerous prediction tasks of different domains that require processing sequential data. One of its characteristics is that it can take in sequential vectors as input, producing one or multiple vector-length outputs. Combined with nonlinear functions such as softmax or sigmoid, RNNs can be used to model both classification and regression problems.
A typical RNN model takes in a sequence of m−dimensional vectors v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v T consisting of real numbers in chronic or sequential order, and for each input returns a corresponding hidden state vector. That is, when inserting the t−th vector v t , its corresponding hidden state h t is obtained using matrix-vector multiplication as h t = tanh (Wv t + Uh t−1 + b) ,
where W ∈ R n×m , U ∈ R n×n and b ∈ R n are all learnable parameters. Note that while the sizes of m and n do not have to be the same size, in many cases they are fixed to same numbers, usually set to the power of 2 such as 64, 128 or 256. These account to the vector size, and thus the representability of the hidden states. However, while an increased hidden state size leads to additional memory consumption, it does not always guarantee performance improvements, and thus is left as a hyperparameter to be tuned by the model designer. In this paper, we use the notation
to formulate an RNN module that takes in T inputs and creates T hidden states. For binary prediction tasks as in our proposed work, an additional parameter w out ∈ R n is applied to either the last hidden state or the sum of all hidden states for inner product multiplication. The result is a scalar value, on which we apply the sigmoid function to obtain a continuous value between 0 and 1. Comparing our obtained value with the correct answer, a real number which is either 0 or 1. we calculate the cross-entropy loss between our obtained value and the correct answer to obtain the loss of our prediction as
Using this loss, we obtain the partial gradients with respect to all learnable parameters using gradient descent. After the gradients of the parameters denoted as W are derived, an update value for each parameter, which is the gradient of a parameter multiplied by a fixed learning rate value, is obtained. This update value is added to the original parameter, which corresponds to the process of 'updating a parameter'. By repeating this process of parameter updates using different data samples, the loss of our RNN model consistently decreases and the performance of our model is improved. We describe this process as 'training an RNN model'.
Variants of RNNs such as long-short term memory (LSTM) [32] and gated recurrent units (GRU) [10] have shown to have the same characteristics as the original model, while ensuring better performance. In this paper, we use the term RNN comprehensively to include these variants. We also mention that while our RetainEX model is built on a GRU, we still call it an RNN-based model throughout our paper.
A.2 Computational backgrounds of bidirectional RNNs
An increasing trend in RNNs is the shift towards bidirectional models. Compared to traditional RNNs which are limited to processing the input sequence in one direction (i.e., from the first input to the last input), bidirectional RNNs (biRNNs) introduce another set of hidden state vectors that are computed by starting from the last input and processing backwards. This is obtained as 
where the final hidden state vector h t for each timestep is obtained by concatenating the two hidden states h f t and h b t , resulting from the forward and backward RNNs.
B QUALITATIVE RESULTS
This section provides two tables that show results of our experiments. Table 3 . Top-5 contribution scores averaged over the total number of occurrences.
B.1 Large-scale diagram of RetainEX
We provide the model architecture in a large-scale diagram in the next page. 
